Poetry Reading
With the spirit of Sparta
tamp still LH their %eitis,
starters of Reed Magazine are
sponsoring a "Poetry-Mushla
Fest is al" at 1 p.m. Friday
around the SJS fountain. The
"festival," complete with free
refreshments, features the folk
music of Ric Masten and poetry reading by SJS professors.
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College Art: Canvases
Get Up, Walk Away
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RED LIPS ON BACK
Beth Reznek was painting her
own legs with blue and gold spiraling lines. She had a green peace
symbol going up her arm and some
gigantic red lips decorated her
back.
"We’re not protesting anything,"
said Russ Stevenson, the artist-inresident, as he painted red, white
and blue stripes for the American
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Action Postponed
On New Library

1

The State Public Works Board
in deferring action for one month
on a request for allocation of
$325,000 for the SJS new high-rise
library is asking the State College
Board of Trustees to give a strong
statement of intent concerning the
project, commented C. Grant Burton, executive dean yesterday.
Dr. Burton commented, "Funding an $11 million building in any
one budget is very strenuous. The
library Project represents the
largest single capital outlay for one
college. This project is extremely
Important to the theme of the
campus master plan. The building
will have the greatest impact of
any single construction project, because of its size, central location
and wide use by students and faculty, and high-rise design," Burton concluded.
The State College Board of
Trustees in the month -long waiting period, must give definite assurance that they have provided
construction funds for 1969-1970.

No. 99

Vote Set May 1-2

Council Re-Dates Elections;
Offers Revised Constitution

flag on his human canvas. "This is
just a gassy thing to do," Stevenson said.
Most of the onlookers were worried about how the students would
get the paint off themselves. The
human canvases weren’t worried
because they used acrylic paint
which is a plastic base substance
that peels off.

By PHIL STONE
Spartan Dully Staff Writer
Student Council last night voted
to postpone ASH general elections
until May 1 and 2. Council had previously scheduled the elections for
April 24 and 25.
At the same time council will
offer the revised Constitution to
the student body in a referendum.
If the document is approved by a
two-thirds vote it will become ef-

NEW PROCESS
As Stevenson put the finishing
touches on his canvas, called "The
Monkey On America’s Back," he
exclaimed, "Actually this is a new
painting process which will outlast Michelangelo."
Stevenson plans to fly the bright
purple artist-in-residence banner
whenever he has a "new thing going." on Seventh Street.
Some of his future plans include
a junk art sculpture exhibit and
a large canvas which will be placed
out on the street for everybody to
paint.
, As Stevenson’s human canvas
got up and stretched, the American flag on his back seemed as if
it were really waving.

Photo by D. M. Dougherty

WHILE BILL HUTCHINSON has his ankles painted with black
and red stripes, Russ Stevenson, Experimental College artist-in residence, dabbles on the back of an unidentified student. Activities were part of SJS’s first body painting session held yesterday
on Seventh Street.

Draft Law Television Turns Off Hayakawa;
Challenge Talks on Sexuality and Semantics
Is Opposed
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) The
government today asked federal
district court to dismiss a challenge of the draft law by 80 young
men who are charged with refusing
Induction into military service.
A panel of 102 lawyers two
weeks ago filed motions for dismissal of criminal indictments,
against their clients. They challenged the draft law on broad
grounds, including allegations, that
there were not enough Blacks on
local draft boards and that the
Vietnam war was illegal.
The government reply was filed
just before arguments were scheduled to begin Wednesday before
District Judge Alfonso J. Zirpoli.
In it Paul G. Sloan, assistant
U.S. attorney, declared, "The
legality of the Vietnam war is
irrelevant in a Selective Service
prosecution."
He said the law contains no requirements for racial proportion
in draft board membership, and
that none of the 80 defendants
had made a timely claim for conscientious objector status.
He declared that none had made
any claim of adverse effect by any
draft procedure, and therefore
their challenge of the draft law
should be dismissed.

lone

Spank scheduled for today has
been cam:elk:II. sparik u as to
have appeared as part of the
Forum Si HI, sponsored by the
Asti. Ttlere are no plans to r.-I t,, lecture.
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"I want my spinal column yellow," laughed the bearded and
wire-spectacled hod painter.
The Artist - in- Residence flag
blew gently in the sunny afternoon
yesterday on Seventh Street, as
several people gathered to paint
each other.
One of the human canvases was
Bill Hutchinson, who had black
and red striped ankles with red
painted toe nails.
"Everybody who believes in dope,
hippies who
yippies which are
have been hit over the head by a
join in
cop and peace, oughta
with us and get their bodies
painted," said Bill.

Cancellation
The impcaratier of Paul Henri-

By BARBARA IfeKINNEY
On his third scheduled speaking
engagament, Dr. S. I. Hayakawa,
the Experimental College’s Scholarin-Residence, delivered an impromptu address to students yesterday, about television and its
Influence on society.
Speaking this morning at 10:30
in Music Concert Hall, Dr. Hayakawa will discuss "Sexuality and
Semantics."
Speaking yesterday, Dr. Hayakawa explained he began to worry
10 years ago about what television
was doing to society.
"Television is a selling instrument, and because of this it LS
friendly, bland and invites everyone, regardless of race, creed or
culture, into the culture," declared
the scholar.
CIVIL RIGHTS AND TV
Dr. Hayakawa, maintains that
the civil rights revolution is largely
due to television.
"When television tells the Black
high school kid that he is a member of the national community,

that kid, who has been babysat by
television for 16 years, doesn’t understand why he can’t go to Woolworth’s and buy a Coke. Television
Invites everyone into the culture,
but that culture shuts the door on
some," Dr. Hayakawa explained,
"Television is a constant message saying that all of your problems will be solved if you’ll only
buy this and this and this," said
the semanticist.
’BLITHERING IDIOTS’

"Television is a revolutionary
instrument which reduces us to
blithering idiots when it comes to
our political decisions," Dr. Hayakawa said, as he discussed the fact
that people vote for the image and
not what the image has to say.
Dr. Hayakawa pointed out that
with color television the eye is
fixed on the image and so the logical and factual truth of statements
made by people are not as important as the attractiveness of their
faces.
The scholar contends that
family interaction is broken down

Watch That Button!
It May Wash Away
Beware of wearing your "Win
With Kennedy" buttons either in
the rain or in the shower because
if you do the button will disappear.
Well, the button really won’t
disappear, but the writing on it
might. The San Francisco Kennedy
headquarters has received many
complaints from irate Kennedy
supporters who bought the "fake"
Kennedy buttons. The printing on
the buttons will wash off if the
buttons get wet.
Tim McGrath, president of SJS’
Young Democrats, has been warned
by the San Francisco headquarters
about the buttons. McGrath believes they may have been sold at
the San Jose rally, although he has
not received any complaints yet.
McGrath said anyone having information that could possibly lead
to the apprehension of the "fake

Writer’s Seminar
An Open End Seminar, featuring author Eugene Nelson, will be
held at 1:30 this afternoon at the
artist-in -residence’s studio, 122 S.
Ninth St.
The seminar is open to all interested students.

Kennedy butt on" distributors
should contact hint
If you wash your button just to
see if it’s real, however, you’re
not entitled to complain.

Author Discusses
’Cold War’ Today

by television, because it is not. possible to interact with a TV.
"A puppy is more important to
a child than a television, because
a puppy reacts," stated Dr. Hayakawa.
"Young people cry they are
alienated from society and I am
tempted to blame television for
this too," said Dr. Hayakawa.
"The world is becoming more
and more upset, and all I can do is
call upon you students to prepare
for the future," concluded Dr.
Hayakawa. "You must give serious
thought to these patterns of communication in our culture, and the
changes they imply," he declared.

fective in April, 1969. Under this
special time clause, this year’s election will be under the jurisdiction
of the present Constitution, allowing the president and vice president to run on separate tickets.
Bill Langan, junior representative, originally moved that council
approve the Constitution in time
for jurisdiction in this year’s elections, assuming the voters approved the document.

Jules Loventhal, graduate representative countered that the
Constitution would have to be finalized during the meeting or there
would not be enough days left for
voter education needed for a student body referendum.
EFFECTIVE JOB

ASH President Vie Lee, who ran
for office on a platform calling for
revising the Constitution, said he
felt it was too late for council to
do an effective job of revision in
one day, and that the council
should leave the document to next
year’s council.
Hal Smith, adviser to Student
C’ouncil, countered he was "dismayed" that council would consider
doing nothing about the Constitution this year. Lee replied he did
tuition should be imposed which not want "council to defeat the
would make more funds available Constitution out of ignorance," and
would rather have the document
for scholarships.
left alone.
After some 30 minutes of argument on whether to debate the
Constitution, council decided It
would undertake the task. But
then Bob Gottschalk, council
chairman, realized that only four
present
The three KSJS-FM staff mem- of the 14 council members
bers suspended from the radio staff had a copy of the document.
for their part in a controversial
ACCEPT REVISIONS
broadcast are scheduled to meet
Motions were then made to acept
with Dr. Clarence Flick, faculty
adviser, this afternoon at 12:30 to the revisions council had made
when it met as a committee of the
discuss possible reinstatement.
Dr. Flick met yesterday with whole in February. However, new
Scott Lefever, ASB attorney gen- council members complained they
eral. Hansen said he asked Le- were not familiar with the revisFever to meet with Flick to "see ions, and therefore would oppose
what the nature of the charges the idea.
Finally, after a dinner break,
were" against the three students.
Hansen. a 23-year-old speech council voted to have a complete
major, said he may appeal the second reading of the document
suspension to the ASS Judiciary next week, followed by the third
and final reading the week after
if a settlement is not reached.
Mike Brinks and Jim Eagleson, Easter vacation, at the same time
the two other suspended students, postponing for one week the elecjoined Hansen recently in forming tions and referendum to allow for
SJS’ "pirate" radio station, KNUP. voter education.

Assemblymen Suggest
College System Change
A report recommending major
changes in the California college
and university master plan was
released Tuesday by the 10-member Joint Legislative Committee
on Higher Education.
The committee, chaired by Assembly Speaker Jesse Unruh, said
a state-wide system should be
created. The report notes that the
University of California, the state
colleges, and junior colleges are
all now competing for state funds,
faculty, students and facilities.
Changes in the state constitution were suggested to change the
organization and government of
the higher education system.
The committee also reported
that California College students
have a "very high rate of attrition,
especially during the freshman and
sophomore years and the dropout rate appears to be getting
worse."
Committee members also went
on record against tuition in the
state’s public colleges. Three Republican members, however, filed
a minority opinion, saying that

Hansen Asks
ASB Assist

"
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War Attitudes Reflected in Song
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the second
of two articles dealing with the
content and effects of anti-war
songs in America. Of particular
emphasis are the "war machine"
and the attitudes of the American
people toward the war in Vietnam
and war in general.
By ALAN KIMBALL
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The war in Vietnam has
caused widening gaps between
young and old, rich and poor,
Black and White citizens of the
U.S. A reflection of this feeling
is obvious in the current popularity of anti-war songs.
These songs have opposed the
war itself, the draft, the "war
machine" and the attitudes of
the public toward what some believe to be an immoral and unjustified military policy.
Many critics of the war in
Vietnam claim that the war was
brought about by the militaryindustrial system of American
economic policy, sometimes
known as the "war machine."
This, state the critics, is the real
cause behind our continued
military involvements in other
countries.
Joe McDonald, of the San
Francisco-based Country Joe
and the Fish, brought this conoept into the "hard rock" idiom
with his "I -Feel -Like-I’m-Fisk’ To-Die-Rag."

Just hope and pray if they drop
the bomb,
They drop it on Viet Cong!"
Opposition to the war machine
has ranged from human blockades of troop trains to the antiDow demonstrations on this campus last November. The antiDow protesters might draw their
Idealism from Menkoff’s and
Hellerman’s "Business Goes On
As Usual."
"Business goes on as usual.
The corn and the profits are high.
And the TVs boom, in every
living room,
And they tell us which deodorants to buy.
Business goes on as usual,
Except that my brother is dead.
He was twenty-five and very
much alive,
But the dreams have all been
blasted from his head.
In a far-off land with a gun in
his hand,
He died in a war he did not
understand.
And business goes on as usual.
There’s plenty to choose from
the rack.
And the rumor goes, the latest
thing in clothes,
Will . . . Be . . . Black.
Business goes on as usual."

" ’We didn’t know,’ said the
puzzled voter,
Watching the President on TV
’I guess we got to drop those
bombs
If we’re gonna keep South Asia
free.
The President’s such a peaceful
man,
I guess he’s got some kinda plan.
They say we’re torturing
prisoners of war,
But I don’t believe that stuff
no more.
Torturing prisoners is a Communist game,
And you can bet they’re doing
the same,
I wish this war was over and
through,
But what do you expect me
to do?"
"Country Joe" McDonald also
aimed a few verses towards the
public’s attitude in his "Fixin.To-Die-Rag." For these efforts
"The Fish’s" records have been
banned from all military exchange posts.

"The State of the ’Cold’ War
Today," a talk sponsored by the
Economics Department, will be
presented by Dr. Tomas C. Schelling at 1:30 today in S142. His
"Come on all you big strong men,
talk is open to all interested stuUncle Sam needs your help again.
dents,
He’s got himself in a terrible
Dr. &telling will also conduct
jam,
a seminar on "The Economics of
Way down yonder in Vietnam.
War" today at 3:30 p.m. in LN630.
So put down your books, and
Author of many books, includpick up a gun,
ing "National Income Behavior,"
We’re gonna have a whole lotta
Many writers have tried to
"International Economics," "Stratbring the war in Vietnam "home"
furl.
egy and Arms Control" and "The
. . . Well, come on mothers
and put it in a context they think
Strategy of Conflict," Dr. Schel- "So come on Wall Street, don’t
throughout the land,
is being portrayed by the Amerling is a professor of economics, a
lose face,
Pack your boys off to Vietnam.
ican public. One of the best of
fellow of the John F. Kennedy In- There’s plenty good money to be
Come on Pops, don’t hesitate,
these writers is folk song expert
made,
stitute of Government and an asTorn Paxton. The song’s title is
Send them off before it’s too
sociate of the Center of Interna- By supplying the Army with
"We Didn’t Know."
late.
tools of trade.
tional Affairs at Harvard University,
X01004.6WefefetzWX411414012:WeIrtlitoleetWeleZIWirefieW0I0024WWWWW100.19.’"’"IstrVite‘..

Be the first one on your block,
To have your boy come home
in a box."
It would be almost "sacriligious" not to include the
"living-legend" Bob Dylan in an
anti-war song context. Dylan’s
major breakthrough to national
popularity was within this field.
Two of his songs, "The Times
They Are A-Changin’ " and
"With God On Our Side" are
epitaphs to the concept of wars.
. . . "Come senators, congressmen,
Please heed the call.
Don’t stand in the doorway,
Don’t block up the hall.
For he that gets hurt
Will be he who has stalled.
There’s a battle outside and it’s
ragin’.
It’ll soon shake your windows
And rattle your walls,
For the times they are
a-changin’."
"With God On Our Side"
. . . "But now we got weapons
Of the chemical dust
If fire them we’re forced to,
Then fire them we must;
One push of the button,
And a shot the world wide,
And you never ask questions,
When God’s on your side.
. . So now as I’m leavin’
I’m weary as Hell,
The confusion I’m feelin’
Ain’t no tongue can tell;
The words fill my head
And fall to the floor,
If God’s on our side
He’ll stop the next war."
Vrefirfstslethtefeter.VicrolZ9099010100004
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Could Be Disastrous
Robert F. Kennedy- may be making
quite a mistake by entering the 1968
Pre-idential race, mainly because he faces
such a good possibility of losing.
-..eTessfully challenging an incumbent
Pre-1.1ent takes some doing. Few Presidents
in the pa -t. sslue desired to run for a
’,cowl term. leae been refused re-nond11.1filen, and 111..11 only under special circumstances. Johnson still has considerable
support, ;mull of it in states with no
primary election. and he has not done
.tnything s it 1 uhielt might lose hint that
S upport.
It i- unclear jtea how Kennedy gauges
support. but if it is on the basis
Iii.
11. .:rths.- doming in the New Hamshin. primary. he may be jumping to conThere. are other primaries upremin..:. and 39 states to consider which
11.1%,. 114. primary.
Kennedy may antagonize much Jtotenl1)% his intrusion into what
ii
N, a, until now McCarthy’s affair. At best
Ine will ,}.I it the liberal Democratic vote,
and the y midi vote, especially which is
I eaning on heavily.
)1 course. NI. I :artily may quit the race
and throw hi- -upport to Kennedy, but

he has adamantly denied that lie might
withdraw or make a deal with Kennedy..
Even if McCarthy were to withdraw, it
is debatable how much of his support Kennedy would get and how ntuch of it would
drift off in other directions.
If Kennedy does win the Democratic
nomination, he still faces stiff opposition
from the Republicans. Certainly, disaffection with the Johnson administration is
widespread, but if the 1900 elections are
any indication, opposition to Johnson
favors more conservative Republican
candidates. In that race, Republicans
gained considerable ground. If that trend
continues, and current forebodings come
true, Nixon may well find himself in the
White House.
There is a slight chance that Kennedy
may settle for the vice presidential spot,
but it is unlikely that he would accept the
second spot. Even losing may be preferable
to being vice president.
If Kennedy loses this year, as he well
may, he can wait for 1972, which is what
he should have done in the first place.
But losing, as Richard Nixon can testify,
tends to become habit forming, and for
R. S.
Kennedy, it would be disastrous.

Telling It Like It Is
By DAN EHRLICH
He’s honest, sincere, a good American
and of course most important of all, "he
ssa, here sullen we needed him."
a lam.... Sen. Eugene McCarthy may
nex,r Iw Pre,ident of the United States,
but th.o’s pub biz.
Throughout the history of the nation,
litite-pecially in the highly affluent 20th
s. good, honest and sincere guys
don’t :11%, as, ssin. In fact, it’s becoming
rather a rarity.
One such person ran for president in
1904. an.1 lost. Yes, basically. Barry Goldwater. told the truth, didn’t heat around
th bush and was sincere in his vonvicdons - a sincerity that took hint to political ruin.
The man who wins in polities is the
man who can satisfy the most people by
pr.-enting a definite, sincere and workable
platform and also has the means and
ability to "%dead and deal" effectively in
political circle..
Such a man is Sen. Robert Kennedy,
wile like hi, late brother, seems to be able
to rapture the
heart of America.
nlik. \b.f.:tole,. who is somewhat of
all
Kennedy takes a more practi..11 ;approach to the problems of the day.
addition_ like any aggressive and sueee--ful politician. he is an opportunist,
not a me --1.111.
Mee:al-11.s entered the rare, as he stated,
not et,toet.
to ss in but to only make a
point. Keniody entered to win.
In case sou have forgot ten, Kennedy
so peacefully minded, and
m’s ii toila!, he doesn’t consider himself a
dove.
N1 hen his hrother ss ’till :like., and in
the NN
Iloo-c. liFK supported his Viet WI III II 111,- all the- way. His support contooled NS lilt President Johnson during the
earlier pill of his administration.
1, the ssinds of lime changed so did
th. sentiments of Kennedy, in gradual
st, ps. nes er completely breaking with the
Preident until his giant step this month.
Now dem) get me wrong: I’m not trying
to chop down Bobby, I’m just telling it
like it is.
For it has been men like Bobby Kennedy,. soft and sweet on the outside but
tough and cagey on the inside, who have
made this nation go and grow.
Although it may be hard to swallow,
an hone -I, sweet, imassuming man in the
jungle couldn’t get insured by
London today,
1.1.%1lemever, that many of our
int; citizens are busy waving the
McCarthy banner in their vain cause
strictly on an emotional basis rather than
on one of getting a man in the White
Rome who crude] !welsh ahead with solving

the problems of the country.
Almost any expert will tell you that
Bobby undoubtedly will poll more votes
than Eugene. Both of these men believe
in so nearly the same goals that they as
yet haven’t squared off at each other.
Yet, the emotional McCarthyites, upon
hearing of Kennedy’s entry into the race,
began ranting and raving how the "opportunist" was going to spoil everything.
It would seem logical then, for people
who think that way, to pool resources in
a common effort to help the man with the
best chance of winning.
And folks, whether you like it or not,
when it comes right down to the nitty
gritty this being the Demo convention)
and McCarthy belieses he has made his
point, he will then more than likely throw
all his support behind Kenneily, this being a last ditch effort to unseat Johnson,
the Big Bad Wolf of the whole story.
Yet even when nmst party leaders and
voters know this probably will be the
eventual outcome, they still are willing to
carry on a virtual party split.
As to the issues themselves, both candidates are pledged to ending the War. But
peace, when pursm4I in earnest, could
break out at anytime.
The President, however has a four-year
job ahead of him. Ile can’t just end the
war, say in six months, and then kiss off
the rest of the term.
Ke aly has had his eye on the nat
top spot, openly, since his brother was
killed.
His actions have been geared to that
end. ’These actions have east him in the
forefront of many of the. nation’s problems.
McCarthy, howeYer, not expecting to
win, really has never outlined what he
would do and how he would manage his
’mite House.
term in the
Kennedy, on the other hand, seeking
victory, has a complete program already
mapped out.
This doesn’t mean just settling the war
as a peace candidate but settling problems on the home front also. Again this
doesn’t mean just in the area of civil
rights. but in all facets of American life.
Yet, ask some NleCarthy supporters why
they aren’t supporting Kennedy instead,
and you’ll get a perfectly rational and
practical answer. "MeCarthy was here
when we needed him."
%IA) the political ’dose. RFT( has going
for him, don’t be surprised to see that consolidation of newer behind his harmer.
And if he should get the
I for the
nomination, don’t he shocked to see
Eugene McCarthy right beside him as a
VP candidate -- just a small payment for
his votes, in a normal political deal.

"We

got the pound pretty good, Clyde, but I only wounded the dollar!"

Thrust and Parry

From Spartacamp to WW III
Spartacamp Was Great’
Editor:
Spartacamp was great. It was a feeling
with the warmth of 10 million candles. It was
education at its best.
And I miss it all.
When you fall in love with people, you miss
them when they are not close to you, even
though they are always with you.
So, Thursday, at 1 o’clock, on the lawn in
front of Tower Hall, by the fountain, the first
reunion of Spartacamp ’68 will be held.
I can’t wait, because that lawn will be filled
with smiles.
Grady Robertson, A2880

Sono for World War III
Editor:
I enjoyed Alan Kimball’s feature on American war songs, and I thought he might enjoy
the words to another war song. It was written
by Tom Lehrer, a writer and performer on
the ill-fated TW-3. It is a song of World War
III -- written now because, as Lehrer says,
there won’t be too much time to write it
later. The tune is available in the album,
"That Was the Year That Was."

SO LONG, MOM
So long, Mom, I’m off to drop the bomb.
So don’t wait up for me.
But while you swelter, down there
in your shelter
You can see me -- on your TV.
While we’re attacking frontally,
Watch Brink-ally and Hunt-ally
Describing contrapuntally
The cites we have lost.
No need for you to miss a minute
Of the agonizing holocaust.
Oh, little Johnnie Jones, he was a U.S. pilot,
And no shrinking violet was he
And this is what he said
On his way to Armegeddon:
So long, Mom, I’m off to drop the bomb.
So don’t wait up for me.
Although I may roam, I’ll come
back to my home
Although it may be a pile of debris.
Remember, Mommy,
I’m off to get a Commie,
So send me a salami
And try to smile somehow.
I’ll look for you when the tsar is over
An hour and a half from now.
Victoria. Mee, A9532

Campus Closeups
By GARY BECKER
An article. on eavesdropping recently
appeared in the Daily Evergreen, the
Washington State University newspaper.
The game of eavesdropping is similar to
the grade school game of "Telephone,"
where each player whispers to his neighbor
what was just said to him. The purpose of
this game is to see how easy it is to distort.
what actually was communicated. The difference bet;veen this grade school game
and eavesdropping is that the latter is not
resolved.
The ultimate in frustration occurs when
you are walking hell ml some people who
are telling a joke and you have to go the
other way before they get to the pewit
line.
Listening to small snatches of conver-

sation without appearing to he intereste
is a talent that very few individua s
possess.
The ultimate in degeneration is when
you go out of your way to hear a story.
It is then that natural curiosity ee’utses and
uncontrolled nosiness takes over.
*
*
Is it possible for a college professor to
be infallible?
Last spring. Gary Brown, a graduate
student at Kansas University, received an
on a painting in a graduate painting
CO11114%
Ibis year he sold the same painting to
the Omaha Joslyn Museum for $500. Ile
attributed his poor grade on the painting
to the subjective grading on the part of
his instructor.

Hung in F.E.G.

I finally crawled from beneath my
security blanket after pondering for all
hour whether the blue sky outside warranted leaving my slumbering fantasy.
"Good morning, Ham."
"Oh no, she’s gone!"
I looked everywhere, but to no avail
and called down the hall for Lois to come
help.
We searched the cramped quarters
which serve as a study room, kitchen,
lounge, and bedroom.
"Maybe she’s on top of the closet," Lois
suggested.
"Naw, she couldn’t get all the way up
there," I decided.
But then I thought of the weekend’s
adventures and concluded no feats were
beyond the talents of "superham."
It all began with the arrival of a shoe
box.
My roommate and I decided our room
would be enhanced by some sort of pet.
We thought of a beagle puppy, but puppies grow up, and our landlady wouldn’t
really appreciate the howling every time
there was a full moon.
A parrot and a guinea pig were high
on the list, but my roommate’s friend
settled the issue and presented us with a
multi-colored, furry, and what seemed to
be harmless hamster.
The weekend of Ham Stewart’s arrival.
my roommate saw fit to take to the slopes
skiing, and I was left to babysit Ham.
Well now, who would think babysitting a
hamster would prove to be a traumatic
experience? I didn’t, and that was my
first mistake.
My second mistake was believing hamsters were quiet, imadventuresome creatures.
Shy and naive as I am, I left Ham in
the original shoe box with a piece of wireand an iron on top so she couldn’t get
out. Halt!
Returning at an appropriately late hour,
discovered the iron and wire on the floor
and the desk covered with sunflower seeds
(hamster food).
I found her in a hush puppy shoe in
the closet, her food pouches bulging with
the seeds, and I thought for sure she would
die of gluttony.
I tied the shoe box top with three rubber bands wrapped securely around the
box, and then crawled into bed. Hearing
scratching and gnawing, I investigated and
found half the box top gone.
So, once again, I placed the wire over
the box and put four books ("Armageddon," "Gone With the Wind," etc.) on top,
and Ham didn’t stir.
At last, I drifted off for some muchneeded sleep. The next morning, my eyes
gazed at the gaping hole its the side of the
box Ham had created.
Anti, once again the search began. The
whole hall joined in the hunt. but Ham
had chosen the one place which would
prove to be the greatest challenge to both
the hunter and the hunted.
She was under the lower bunk whieh
was built into the end of the room, confined by three walls and built-in drawers
in the front.
Needless to say, I ended up removing
the mattress and springs and, after I hail
spent an hour anti a half coaxing and
pleading, she was recovered.
Ham now resides in our psychedelic
waste can, an appropriate abode.
My roommate returned, sunburned and
soused, and there I sal, worn to a frazzle.
She was unable to decode my inaudible
mumbling.
"Pleasegetahamstercage."

The Cross-Eyed Rabbit in on a factfinding mission to Vietnam and will return
next week.

By BILL GALSTAN
’There’s a proposal being discussed now
which will allow students to be voting
members of Academic Council.
Academic Council is that always-important group of professors and administrators
who make policy on almost anything
affeeting the eampus. Members make tie.
eisions till 1.% cr’Iliitlg from the names of
new buildings to curriculum.
It S,-111, clear that stmlents have a vested
inters-’t ii) these decisions. A college exists
not for the faculty or the administrators
or the politiciam --- it exists for students.
For the past few years, administrators
and professors have horn realizing this.

Students have been getting a chance to
help plan curriculum in such programs as
the Experimental College, tutorials, and
the new undergraduate "college" that Acs.
demie Council approved Monday.
At the next council meeting, members
are scheduled to vote on an amendment
which will allow two students to be voting
members -two mit of a council of more
than 40 professors and administrators.
If Council passes the amendment, if
wiII allow tandems to base at least a small
voice in making the vital decisions at SJS.
Given the fact that the college is for
students, it seems that approval of the
measure is the least council can do.
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Guess Who’s

Ari in

Spirited Bartender
Teaches His ’Fine Art’

einepictilicJ

FINE ARTS EDITOR’S NOTE: This is Ilse third in a series of fire reviews
of films nominated for this year’s Academy Awards. These articles were
written exclusively for the Spartan Daily. The Oscars will be presented
Monday, April 8.
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’REAL OSCAR HOPEFUL’
The only real Oscar hopeful in "Dinner" is Cecil Kellaway.
Kellaway is the same, whether on stage or screen, and his talent
lies in the ability to seem real - so genuine that he appears to
"be" the character. Wilder may have created Monseigneur Ryan,
but Kellaway turned the part into an Academy Award.
The entirety of "Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner" is enjoyable, but it’s just not real or believable. The characters seem to
be drawn more from the stage than reality, and the viewer can’t
lose the feeling that he is watching in on a make-believe world
created by Kramer and Wilder.

Students Against The War
MEETING
8:00 P.M. Thursday March 28
5Ite new Wineiiin
10th & San Fernando
San Jose
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SF, Local Bands
Play Tomorrow
At Dance Concert

PICTURED ABOVE ARE three members of the
New York Woodwind Quintet all five of
whom perform Saturday evening a+ 8:15 in
Morris Dailey. Tickets are being sold in the
Student Affairs Business Office for $2.50. The
three members of the Quintet who weren’t

Send flowers to that special person,
no matter where she is, with

FLOWERS TRANSWORLD
DELIVERY
Order today and save

Nevulzti

camera shy are Ronald Roseman, oboe; Ralph
Froclich, horn, and Arthur Weisberg, bassoon.
Not photographed are Samuel Baron, flute and
David Gleter, clarinet. The concert is sponsored by Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia fraternity and
the SJS Music Department.

N.Y. Woodwind Quintet
In Concert Tomorrow
The New York Woodwind
Quintet will blend a flute, clarinet, horn, oboe, and bassoon into
a unique combination of sound
at 8:15 Saturday evening in
Morris Dailey. The concert is
being sponsored by the Phi Mu
Alpha Sinfonia Fraternity and
the SJS Music Department.
Tickets are on sale in the Student Affairs Business Office
for $2.50.
For the past 15 years, the
Quintet has maintained its position in the field of chamber
music through its numerous concerts at. home and abroad, on
television and radio. The Quintet, has been honored by the U.S.
State Department on three occasions with invitations to tour
overseas. The Quintet played in
South America, at the American
Pavilion at the Brussels World
Fair, and in 11. countries in the
Orient.
MORE ACTIVITIES
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By DONNA BRIIM:Fs
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
It takes perfection and Inn’ ice to learn how to pour several

By HANK KAISER
You’ve got to give a little, take a little, let your poor heart
break a little; that’s the story of, that’s the glory of "Guess
Who’s Coming to Dinner,’ nominated for 10 Academy Awards.
Stanley Krarner’s production is certainly not the best film
of 1968, but it’s one of the most enjoyable. The reason for its
success can be expressed in two words, the cast. They all play
themselves, and they’re quite adquate in the roles.
Of course, with any filmic presentation, you have to accept
the basic premise, and with "Dinner," it’s just a little hard to
swallow. The script by Billy Rose is so clever that if often becomes highly unrealistic, and the at best mediocre -- settings
contribute to the continual feeling that you are watching, not a
film, but a stage play.
EMPHASIS ON PEOPLE
The cinematography is poor, and the editing is only adequate,
but the characters are too demanding to let you worry about such
trivial things. Kramer’s emphasis on people and their interaction
also prevents the viewer from examining the situation too closely.
It seems that Spencer Tracy (an ultra-liberal West Coast
newspaper publisher) and his wife (Katharine Hepburn) have
sent their daughter (Hepburn’s real -life niece, Katharine Houghton) to Hawaii, There she has fallen in love with a world-famous
physician who just happens to be a Negro (Sidney Pottier,
naturally.) And, guess who Mines to dinner?
The situation sounds pat and obvious, and it is, but the situation still can’t prevent the emotional impact of the film.
Spencer Tracy is fairly strong in this, his last screen role,
but the script was a big help, and neither he nor Katharine
Hepburn has earned an Oscar in "Dinner." Poitiee’s acting is
impeccable as usual, and Katharine Houghton has mastered her
aunt’s clenched smile, but Poitier’s limited role and Miss Houghton’s superficiality will keep them from an Academy Award.
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Besides performing concerts
at home, the Quintet gives demonstration/recitals, lecture,recitals, and clinic and workshop
sessions.
One of the pieces the Quintet.
will perform is Jean Francaix’s
"Quintette a Vent." Francais is
progeny of two professional
musicians. His first musical publication occured at age ten. He
Is a neo-classical composer who
wrote numerous compositions in
the smaller musical forms for
chamber ensembles.

The first movement of the
Quintette" by Francais makes
an attempt to follow sonata
form. In the slow moving introduction the French horn introduces material which is later developed. The most serious movement is the theme and five
variation, which grants each instrument an opportunity to display its virtuosity. The final
movement is a humorous French
march.
OPUS 43
The Quintet will also play
Carl Nielsen’s "Quintet. for
Woodwinds," Opus 13. Nielsen is
a Scandinavian composer whose
works are basically romantic,
containing son-re eon t emporary
dissonance, and usually constructed in the formal classical
style.
The last piece on the program
is "Quintette en forme de
Choros," by Heitor
Villa-Lobos invented the musical
form labeled "Choros," and he
has written more than a dozen
compositions in this form.
ONE MOVEMENT
Within these works are
modalities of Brazilian Indian
and popular music. The "Churns"
composition is in one continuous
movement with several small
sections or changes of mood, embracing twelve tempo markings.
It contains various sounds resembling jungle screams, tropical
birds and tranquil movements.

Famous for Fine Flowers
SINCE 1885

JAMES SELTZER

Villa-Loixks was primarily selftrained, the result of developing
a prodigious talent through the
pursuit of Blazilian Indian jungle music and native folk songs.
His works are the first actual
individual creations in the history of Brazil, and they have
had a tremendous effect on the
musical culture of his country.

The third weekly dance and
light show produced by Fair Sister Productions will be held tomorrow night at 9 in the Batconades Ballroom, 181 W. Santa
Clara St. Admission is $2 per
person, and tickets may be purchased at the door.
Music will be provided by
’Fire,’ a San Francisco rock
group, ’Weird Harold’ and ’Tree
of Life,’ both local rock groups.
’Tree of Life’ is managed by SJS
student Stu Bleckman.
Although Fair Sister has for
the past two weeks been producing a light show along with rock
band music, its originators claim
the idea of their concerts is an
attempt to get away from the
psychedelic auditorium concerts
popularized by the San Francisco hip scene.
"We want to get away from
pulsating lights and sounds and
get more into a physical type of
thing," says Fair Sister secretary
Kathy Overman. "In the future
we want to stress the sense of
touch along with visual and
sound senses to complete a total
environment."
Right now the company is
working on an idea that would
use pulsating saran wrap on the
dance floor to emphasize that
physical aspect.
Tomorrow night’s light show
called "Let there be light," will
include six different films.

highball, al "floe Wilhriut spilling
wax{ liquor, said Harry A. Ifiggins, owner and teacher at the
Santa Clara School of Banefuling, 220 S. Third St., San Jose.
You have to learn how to be a
good bartender he said, in between naming off several drinks
rapidly to the students behind
the three parctiee bars, for the
students to make as part of an
examinatiun.
STUDENT JOBS
Many college students, including students from SJS, have
worked their way through college by hartending, Higgins said.
The Santa Clara Bartending
School, which was started by Higgins in 1959, is a State Approved
Program. Students go through a
six-week program designed to
teach them how to pour, handle
the glasses and bottles, mix basic
drinks, greet customers, and
learn the art of "spoon twirling."
Upon graduation from the school,
students receive a certificate
from the State of California Department of Education indicating that they have completed
the course.
REAL BAR
The school has a Complete setup like a real bar, Higgins said.
The students practice mixing
drinks using limes, cherries,
sweet and sour, cream, lemons,
everything but real alcohol.
Higgins said people have come
from all over, including such
places as Hawaii, Monterey and
Miami, to attend the private
school. Graduates of the bartendint; school have found jobs in
such places :is the San Jose area,
San Francis..., and Las Vegas,

(JAPAN

An incomparable personal and intellectual experience. Assures that you will
enjoy Japan. not lust see it. includes
roundtrip jet from California. first.class
hotels, extensive sightseeing. train
travel. transfers, tips, etc. Also available, tours of entire Orient - Japan,
’ores, Taiwan. Philippines, Hong Kong,
Thailand, Malaysia, and Singapore.
APPLY: San Frandsen state Wiese
Summer Session Overseas Program;
1800 linlloway Avenue. San Francisco,
California 94010.

Camping Association Camperafter certificates will be issued
upon completion of the course.
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SUMMER SESSION
4 College Credits
SAN FRANCISCO STATE COLLEGE
With HOWARD TOURS

Pack Trip Open
A few vacancies are still open
for the Easter vacation Pack
Trip to the Ventana Wilderness
Alert in Monterey County. Interested students should call the
Recreation Department. Office
immediately (Ext. 2651) or see
Kenneth Robison, assistant professor of physical education, at
PER112.
Sponsored by the Recreation
Department, the back -packing
trip starts Friday afternoon,
April 5, and ends Saturday morning, April 13. One unit of credit
is given through Extension Services. Total cost is $40 covering
registration fees, food and some
equipment, and insurance and
incidental expenses.
Plans for this year Include
trip planning, mapping, special
food preparation, use of equipment, health and safety in the
back country, geology and ecoloey of the area, conservation,
and ramp counseling. American
-
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Spartans invade Cal
In Toss-Up Meet

.

Spartan Fencers
Entertain CCSF
SJS fencing team, fresh off success in the American Fencing
League of America tournament,
goes against City College of San
Francisco at 4:30 p.m. today in
PER 101.
In the fencing league tourney
SJS’s Bob Bailey tied for first,
only to lose the fence-off by onel
touch. Allan James took 4th place!
and Jeriftli, Lederer captured a I
third in the women’s competition.
The (’(’SF match will serve as a
tune-up for the April 13 Men’s
Team Ch.unpionship Meet at College ef San Malts’.

On paraa the Spartans’ tracic
meet with University of California
Saturday looks like a whale of a
contest.
According to coach Bud Winter’s
dope sheet, the meet will be a flatfooted tie going into the final
event, the mile relay.
The crucial events seem to be
the 880, high jump, pole vault,
javelin, intermediate hurdles and
triple jump.

Spartan halfmiler Jack Malloy
LIFETIME BEST
has a 1:32.0 best this season and
Spartan hurdler Larry
a 1:49.8 relay leg. He will be facing Cal’s Jerry Tallon who has turned in a lifetime best of 5:2
this season and will tangle with
run a 1:50.8
Paddy McCrary of the Bears.
In the high jump, Don LindIn the triple jump, Cal’s Jim
sey will once again be the underKiefer is tabbed to win but could
dog for SJS. He has cleared 6-10
be upset by Spartans Adrian Porthis season but will be opposing
te: and Rickey Rogers.
Cal’s sophomore Clarence Johnson
Since the mile relay seems to be
who has sailed over 7-0.
the deciding event, the meet could
THREE UPSETS
be even more intersting. Spartans
Lindsey, however, has upset John Bambury, Jack Malloy, Jeff
three seven-footers already this Peo, and Lee Evans responded to
season, beating Brigham Young’s pressure from USC Saturday to
Ed Hanks, Stanford’s Peter Boyce, run their best time of the season.
3:11.3. The Bears have turned in
and USC’s Max Lowe.
%Virile!. figures the Spartans will a 3:12.1.
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Top miler Pete Santos turns in another
ANOTHER VICTORY
winning performance against Brigham Young University as he
finishes with a 4:09.2 time. Santos is expected to win the mile run
in Berkeley and finish second in the two mile race.

Improved SJS Nine
Netters Roll Past Cal State, 8-1 For L.A.State Meets S.C. Tomorrow
Invitational

JUNE IS

Owls is,
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The Spartan netters go for their
second win of the year over University of San Francisco today,
following a crushing 8-1 victory
over Cal State at Hayward Tuesday.
The Spartans shut out USF 9-0
3 weeks ago, and should have little
trouble repeating the triumph this
afternoon. The match is scheduled
for 2 p.m. at Spartan Courts.
Leading the way for USF will be
Rich Williams, John Carpenter, Al
Barrett, Greg Vervais, Dave ItyOle! and Tony Last.

Good Haircuts
$2.00
The Playboy Barber Shop
THE
PLAYBOY
BARBER
SHOP

Razor cuts and hair styling
across from the
Admin. building

277 San Fernando
293-9677
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RECORD TIME Ralph Games, Spartan two -miler, is shown
here recording his best-ever time against Brigham Young, 8:53.6.
Games and the rest of the Spartan thinclads travel to Berkeley
for a dual meet voth Cal Saturday.

ROUND
TRIP

take 1-a al the WIC. Vallit wills
Chris Papanieulaou finishing 111,1.
but teammate Bob Slover has
beaten him in the last two meets.
Cal’s Mike Robinson has cleared
15-6 this season.
Rich Amide ’228-101 and Paul
Hewitt 1219-71 are unpredietables
for SJS in the javelin. Should they
perfoim as they did in the Sant..
Barbara Relays, they could tak,
the play away from Cal’s Gary
Pennington 1231-111.

1Golfers Prep

In the last meeting between the
two schools no player on the Don
squad was able to take a single set
from an SJS netter.
In Tuesday’s match with Cal
State every Spartan player, with
the exception of Ken Lowell, came
out with a victory.
A highlight of the match was
the rebound of Greg Shephard, the
Spartan’s No. 1 player. Shepherd
lost three matches in a row last
week against tough competition,
but had no trouble Tuesday in
polishing off Hayward’s No. 1 man
Mike Sohriakoff, 6-3, 6-1.
In the second match Lowell lost
a tough decision to Steve Taft 6-1.
3-6, 6-2, but from then on it was
easy sailing.
John Reed won his ninth consecive match of the season with a
7-5 win over Rich Silbert and
Roy Orlando had no trouble in defeating Pit O’Malley 6-0. 6-2.

Randy Berkman kept the rout
going with a 6-3, 6-2 win over Dave
Roche, and Dee Coupe, making his
first start of the season, looked
good in defeating Rich Enos 6-0,
7-5.
In the doubles competition Coach
Butch Krikorian shook up his usual
pairings with excellent results.
Lowell teamed with Orlando and
had little trouble beating Sohriakoff and Silbert 6-2. 6-3.
Reed and Berkman followed with
a 6-2, 6-4 victory over Taft and
O’Malley, and the Shephard-Coupe
duo rolled over Enos and Roche
6-0, 6-2.
One disappointing note for the
Spertans is the injury to No. 2
seeded John Zweig. Zweig, a mainstay on the team and captain of
the squad, suffered a sprained
ankle before the match and may be
out of action for the rest of the
week.

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
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PARIS TO SAN FRANCISCO
Augult 8 & August 13, 1568
August 6 8 August 8 1968
SAN FRANCISCO TO PARIS
August 28, 1961
A limited number of spaces Is available for faculty, staff and studnts
California State Coi.nges
FARE: $22S ONE WAY
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For information:
Offic of International Programs
The California State Colleges
1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, California 94122
Note: NINA are not round trip flights to Europe.

The Spartans, however, have
momentum on their side. In the
last week, the Spartans hese becn
finally cashing in on the storehouse of potential which Sobczak
knew they had.
The Spartans started their comea week ago against San Francisco State. Although losing eventually on a ninth-inning error, the
Spartans battled the potent Gators
all the way, scoring three times in
the sixth to tie the game after
all seemed lost.
Despite the loss, however, Sobsczak indicated that the Spartans
may have finally turned the corner
in their development as a team.
The Spartan mentor couldn’t
have done a better job of predicting with a crystal ball and turban.
The Spartan offensive came back
again Saturday against Los Angeles State, sewing five times in
the sixth to tic the score. Alinough
losing in the ninth, the Spartans
regrouped behind Terry Hughes as
the newcomer sparkled in a 2-1
triumph to give SJS a split.
Tuesday’s game was the culmination of the long road back.
Against a team, which they had
looked so lackluster earlier in the
year, the Spartans put every department of the game togethor in
their best effort of the year.
Lefthander Jay Eike provided
the pitching with a gutty four-hit
effort, and was hacked by a sparkling defense which turned in three
double plays to hail the sophomore
lefty out of any trouble he got
into.

back

The Spartan offense also sparkled, as they had at least one
runner on in every inning until the
fourth against Cal ace Bill Kirpa t rick.
With the hitting. Sobsezak had
finally a chance to experiment with
baserunning. as the Spartans pulled
off a nifty double steal, with Don
Kinzel on the scoring end and
Charlie Nave going to second
where he eventually scored on
Nate Vincent’s single.
With all the support, however,
Fike still had to bow his neck as
the Spartan’s only error of the
day, put runners on first and third
In the sixth with one out. However
the Spartans then turned over a
double play; Tom Corder doing a
fine job on the pivot.
Vincent and third-sacker Pantels
have supplied the offense in the
Spartan’s resurgence, along with
Ch: [’lie Nave.
IIIIIMM110111111111111111M1111111111111111P
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Combining a swarming full-court
press and a well balanced scoring
attack Theta Chi rolled over Awful -Awful 60-45 last night to tie
the All-College basketball championships at one game apiece.
The intramural championship
will be decided tonight when the
two teams clash at 6 in the Men’s
Gym.
Four men scored in double figures for the fraternity champions.
Dave Galos and Jim Scott both
tallied 13 points. Dave Mercer hit
for 12, and Terry Reich added 11.
Reich put the game out of reach
in the second half, hitting fly.?
points in 20 seconds. Reich scored
on a jumper with 4:15 to play, followed with a layup and was fouled.
The free throw put Theta Chi
ahead 52-39 with 3:55 to play.
Theta Chi led at the half 27-18,
mostly on the outside shooting of
Mercer. The closest Awful -Awful
could pull after that was eight
points.
Mel Tom led Awful -Awful with
13 pent,.

the team in all offensive statistics,
hitting at a .421 clip with five
homeruns and nine rbi’s.
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Coach Ed Sobezak’s SJS baseball team, armed with a two -game
win streak and "competitive maturity" will need all the help they
can muster when they open their
WCAC season this weekend against
co-favorites Santa Clara and University of California at Santa Barbara Gauchos.
Sobczak has picked righthander
Barry Carlson, (0-31, to hurl for
the Spartans in the conference
opener Friday against Santa Clara
at Buck Shaw Stadium.
The Broncos will counter with
senior lefthander Bob Walter, 2-0
on the season. Coach Sal Taromini’s Broncs are lead by the powerhitting Rod Pomme.
The Santa Clara musclemen lead
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Spartan linksters will compete
in their first of five tournaments
of the year today when they tee
off in the L.A. State Invitational
which will be held in Laguna
Beach on the El Niguel course.
With such schools as the University of Southern California, San
Diego State, and the University of
California at Los Angeles in the
tournament the Spartans will have
all their work cut out if they expect to finish as high as second
like last year.
"USC will be given the nod as
the favorite," said golf coach Jerry
Vroom. "Our own chances ate
pretty good though. The team has
really come on strong in the past
couple weeks and the golfers are
starting to hit their individual
peaks."
SJS is currently 6-0 for the year
anti has won 24 consecutive dual
matches over a three year span.
Their latest win was over the University of Santa Clara Friday by
a 24-3 margin.
Vroom said that the players who
will travel south are Bob Eastwood, 1966 amateur champ of
California, Craig Harmon, Ken
Slasor, Jim West, Tom O’Kanc,
and freshman Steve Bohn.
O’Kane and Bohn made the
traveling team by defeating three
other players in a 36 hole playoff
to determine who would get the
two vacancies left on the tournament team,
Bohn is eligible to participate
with the varsity clue to a recent
NCAA ruling which allows freshmen to compete in every varsity
sport except football and basketball.
Coach Vroom has said that the
dual matches between the schools
is very little in comparison to winning in the tournaments. -Winning the tournaments is what the
team aims for all season. It’s nice
to win the matches with other
schools but the golfers feel the
tournaments are the big events of
the year," said Wrenn

PHONE 295-6911

Olyinpue lltarket

thanks you, the student, for trying us, and
promises to keep our prices as low as possible, on the most complete grocery stock
we can supply, with the best service imaginable. John & Charlie.
We Cash Checks With Minimum
Purchase And Proper Identification

Small Grade AA Eggs
274 a doz.

Carnation Yogurt

4 for $1

Bob Ostrow Franks 3 1,kgs./S1
1 Carnation
Cottage Cheese

the new

1 pt. 31st

OPEN 7-12 DAILY

0/9inra

litarket

502 S. Tenth & Williams
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Thcrsclay, March 28, 1968

1Book Talk: ’De Gaulle ’Training Center Uses New Idea Vietnamese To Study Here
Is an Inspiration’

1

"De Gaulle" is not one of the
good guys because he is not on
our side," said Dr. Charles Paul,
assistant professor of humanities,
yesterday describing the attitude of
the American press toward French
President Charles De Gaulle.
In a faculty book talk attended
by over 70 persons, Dr. Paul said
he read 12 books on De Gaulle
himself and they "All came to the
same conclusions -- different from
the American press."
Dr. Paul said De Gaulle believes "What really matters in the
long run is nation states and not
ideologies." Keeping this in mind,
it is easier to understand many
of De Gaulle’s actions.
Three conclusions stated by Dr.
Paul in his review were: "The kind
of policies pursued by De Gaulle
at home are gradually becoming
the norm on the American domestic scene; De Gaulle’s foreign
policy should be read as an inspiration to our own faltering and
dogmatic foreign - policy - makers;
and the course and implications of
the Vietnamese war parallels those
of the Fianco-Algerian War (19541962
Dr. Paul said "De Gaulle’s foreign policy is far more realistic
than ours."
De Gaulle came to power during the Algerian crisis in 1958 as
a "providential man to both the
right and the left," said Paul.
The Fifth Republic came into
existence with De Gaulle as "president and quasi-dictator. The Fifth

til

rs
0,
’is

re

Republic is De Gaulle," said Paul.
Dr. Paul said the facts of Algeria taught De Gaulle a lesson.
He said by giving up Algeria
"From being a villain, France became a trusted partner" to part
of the world.
"After De Gaulle what?" asked
Dr. Paul. He answered it by saying a doctrine alone can maintain
France’s hopes but that such a
doctrine is missing. De Gaulle
could make this doctrine.
Dr. Paul speculated that it is
likely a leftist coalition may
emerge as victors if De Gaulle
loses the elections in 1972 or dies.
Although he used 12 books as
the basis for his talk, Dr. Paul
praised "De Gaulle" by Jean
Lacoutre as a "witty and pithy
biography."

As a teacher -training center, SJS
may be inaugurating a new concept in teacher-education courses
if all goes well.
The program’s emphasis will be
on practical rather than academic
training. It will also involve other
college departments usually not directly involved in the training of
teachers.
The program, called Teaching
the Trainers of Teachers, is still
in the planning stage. Even if
everything goes smoothly, it won’t
be under way until fall 01 1969. It
depends on whether SJS gets a federal grant, said Dr. William G.
Sweeney, dean of education.
The program entails using students as teaching aides. What is

PU
It

Fifteen Vietnamese students will
arrive at SJS Saturday evening,
according to Phillip Persky, Vietnamese program campus coordinator.
Pet-sky said, "A contract between the chancellor’s office and
the Agency for International Development makes this possible. We
assume the program is successful
because the contract was renewed
a second time. We had a simila:
group of Vietnamese s t en Is

Open Forum

campus last spring.SJS was one of lit, institutions
selected for the program tins
spring.
Training for the group includes
special reading classes, a speech
course and laboratory as well as
daily compositions to familiarize
the students with the English language. SJS has conducted similar
orientation programs for students
n.onn Togo, Mali, Upper Volta and

AN ’ITALIAN’
HAMBURGER

Desert
Boots

Not really. As a matter of fact Spartan House hamburgers are as American as they can be. Made from
fresh ground chuck steak. Hers ed on a toasted bun,
then smothered in pickles. mustard and ketchup or
whatever your tastebuils desire. And to top it off,
it ii your Spara large order of french fries cow
tan burger. So suit it’ on in and ON(’ pun-self a treat.
Try an ’Italian’ burger today. Don’t forget our convenient take home service.

THE COLLEGE PLAN
exclusively for
THE COLLEGE MAN

Job Interviews

t.

One advantage Dean Sweote)
suggested is that the pmgrain
opens up new employment in an
area sorely in need of teaching
help. Some of the participating
schools are in lower income areas
and that’s the area where "freshly
starched kids coining out of here
don’t want to go," according to
Dean Sweeny.
The early start in the teaching
career will allow the students to
help minority students if they deMe on specialty teaching. "These
new teaching candidates." said
Dean Sweeney, "are not poured
out of the same mold."

BY CLARKS

Delegates Attend
Commercial Meet

Nine delegates from the SJS
chapter of the Association of International Students for Economic
and Commercial Advancement
(AIESECi attended a conference
College Midler
last weekend in Los Angeles at
the University of Southern Califrom coast to coast
fornia.
The chapter members questioned
the leader in
business representatives whose
companies have offered traineeinsurance sales
ship programs to American and
to college men.
foreign students on the feasibility
of the trainee program.
Attending from SJS were Gary
because
W. Oswald, AIESEC president;
by a top
...Guaranteed
Donald T. Pieracci, administrative
Company
assistant; John J. Garry, vice president of resources; and Ann L.
. . . No War Clause
Tune and summer graduates Johnsen, vice president of operamay sign up for appointments in tions.
.Exclusive Benefits at
the Placement Center, Adm. 234.
Special Rates
The Los Angeles discussion
Signups begin each Tuesday be- meeting determined that the or...Premiums Deferred
fore and up to the day of the ganization’s main purpose is to prountil you are out of
interview.
vide cultural and educational exschool
perience for foreign trainees.
MONDAY
Alexander Grant & Co., E147. Plays, parties, museum and educational tours are planned to imFor Your
Majors: acctg.
Bank of America. Majors: B.S. plement their goals.
COLLEGEMASTER
and MS. in bus. admin., RA. and
outline ... contact
M.A. in liberal arts.
California St ate Government
Frank Hoey
Jim Margot
An open forum to discuss
(Franchise Tax Division), E-147.
Darwin Sheep
Jim Eaten
lockout
women’s
housing
and
Majors: acet44.
Cam Sawyer Gary Beckwith
Scott Paper Co., E-147. Majors: regulations is being sponsored by
Len Sears
Charlie Green
Students
Women’s
the
Associated
bus., liberal art,,.
Fidelity Union Life ins aaaaaa
Shell Companies. Majors: B.S. at 3:30 this afternoon in ED100.
505 S. 10th St.
All women are invited to come
and M.S. in acctg., finance, ind.
286-6700
rel., bus. & ind. mgmt., econ., math, to express opinions and offer ideas
for changes next year.
ind. tech., mktg.
Sehhige Lock Co. Majors: B.S.
and M.S. in acctg.
,Yrii leitia& ned .iiterdre4
Tl’ESDAY
ART FILM MOVIE GUIDE
Chubb & Son, Inc., E-147. Majois: any.
295EXCLUSIVE
General Mills, Inc. Majors: B.S.
7238
ENGAGEMENT
in bus, and id., bus., bus. admin.
525 S. BASCOM, BURBANK
Montgomery Ward. Majors: bus.
admin., liberal arts.
Vick Chemical Co. (Dhision of
Richardson-Merrell, Inc.). Majors:
liberal arts, bus.
Wells Fargo Bank. Majors: liberal arts, bus.
Sacramento Municipal Utility
District. Majors: EE.
WEDNESDAY
A
Broadway Department Stores.
nv
1
PAPAIAL0.4i
Majors: bus. admin., mktg., econ.,
Plf:’,1;j
English, history.
t’
’
. DIN Of 1141RENTIES
I
County Bank of Santa Cruz. Majors: bus., acctg.
The Folger Coffee Co., E-147.
Majors: B.S. and M.S. in ChE, ME,
EE, 1E, CE, M.A. in bus. econ., bus.
and lad. (tech, undergraduate degree).
...
General Foods Corp. Majors: bus.
MB) COLOR A PARAMOUNT PICTURE S.M.A.
admin., liberal arts.
WILD CO-HIT
i’
Pfizer Labs. Majors: bus., liberal
LYNN REDGRAVE
RITA TUSHINGHAM
arts, science.
United Air Lines, Inc. Majors:
COLOR
any.
TWO GIRLS GO STARK RAVING MOD!!
U.S. Food & Drug Administration, E-147. Majors: chem., microbiology, bacteriology.
4th AND FINAL WEEK
Price Waterhouse and Co., E-147.
297.3060
1433 THE ALAMEDA
Majors: acctg., bus. admin.

Pt.

unusual is ttrit they will be students who 111Y not have yet made
up their minds to be teachers, unlike the fifth year student teachers. A student can start much
earlier in his college career.
Another unusual aspect is the involvement of several disciplinary
areas in the college as a whole instead of just the Education School.
Up to now, educational projects
which involve the individual, such
as Head Start, accomplish good
things but the results go unnoticed.
This program will utilize all the resources in the community, according to Dean Sweeney.

Here’s what authentic boots are all aboutby
Clarks of England, of course. It’s the look, in
sand or loden green. Go Grodinsl

cpaPtah

G RODIN’S

150 East
San Carlos St.

ou4se
292-2840

(corner of Fourth Si,)

VALLEY FAIR and SAN ANTONIO CENTER

IC BOX
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THE MUSIC THAT TURNED AMERICA ON
PAUL MAURIAT
His haunting #1 hit "Love Is Blue" has made good music groovy.
Each of his albums is styled for now!
91,1waiallars

Pflak,MPRIAT

Of 111111 All :111AI
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Listen tool

Paul Mauriat
his Orchestra

MAURIAT
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MARCELL MASTROIANNI .

PAUL NIAUPIAT And His Orchestra
BLOOMING HITS
PHS 800.248/PHM 200.248
Featuring’ Love Is Blue
Penny Lane Somethin’
Stup1,1 A truiy great album.

1
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PAIR MAORIAT NIORIF 115110151
rti, hnn , :fi 1010 200 229
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’ PAUL iwiRun 6 HIS ORCHESTRA
OF yOOKAtAND CAVIAR
PHI 600.215/911141 20:1215
At time lave/ It,.
Meadowland Two C., t 11
The Volga Eloatmat.

,

’,AUL MALIRIAT L HIS ORCHESTRA
-ISTEN TOO! the fabulous
PAUL MAIM orchestra
PHS
200 191
An album of pulsigig melodies
A brilliant peforManre.

eno-197/PHM

THE MYSTIC MOODS ORCHESTRA
Blends Magnificent Music with Sensuous Sounds of fallirrg rain and
startling thunder for a thrilling Experience. The Effect.. .A love Scene.
Mr, 1113n Mum,-

’nit MYSTIC MOODS

THO STRaNGOR \

on

ORCHESTRA

dloocliormyerigfil

9.

"SMASHING TIME..
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THE MYSTIC MOODS ORCHESTRA
MYSTIC MOOTS OF LOVE

THE MYSTIC MOODS ORCHESTRA
MORE THAN MUSIC

Tlif MYSTIC 50001 ORCHESTRA
NIGHTTIDE
Jnt THPr IA

rn ,

F10111

THE MYSTIC MOODS ORCIIESTRA
ONE STORMY NIGHT
514’. 90’ . 05 /NM
The
A1:1", arle r 1,
r’l

AMERICAN PREMIERE PRE-RELEASE SHOWING

OVER 21?
NEED $S
DO THIS NOW!

Leis
the
pith
-

..

,.

1

BLOOD IS NEEDED
Men. ihru Fri. 7 am. .3 p.m.
40 tassel. St.

294-6535
San Jess

Third and
Santa Clara
St

yS-RA
S1 EIZ
iDI
t

Baked
SOUP Of Salad
Garlic Bread
Potato

"We Just
look
expensive"

4101riAtolift

IF YOU LIQED "A MAN AND A WOMAN’ AND "DEAR JOHN"
YOU MUST SEE "ANNA, MY DARLING"

$RO Presents BENTE DESSAU

BOB ASKLOF

Anna My Darling
A Poignant Love Story For a Mature Audience

PHILIPS

THE TURN ON ALBUMS
ARE AVAILABLE NOW AT

Distributed By SRO Shaw -Rubin Organization
SUSPENSEFUL CO.HIT
SIMONE SIGNORET
COLOR
JAMES CAAN
KATHARINE ROSS

r (maceA YOUR

"GAMES"

HELD OVER
2ND WEEK

5ARATOGA
14502 BIG BASIN

ELIZABETH TAYI OP

8674026

RICHARD BURTON

"THE TAMING OF THE SHREW"
HELD OVER
2ND WEEK

' AV

400 S. Ist-294.5544
NOTE: NO INCREASE IN PRICE,

1100 A NIGHT"

EIOX

AT
7:00 & 9:30

2 CHOWS

CO.HIT

ADULTS

ONLY
"BUSTING
OUT"

U.

CHOICE

2
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98 SOUTH THIRD ST.

Ili---SPARTAN DULY

Does Paulsen Have a Chance?

Spartaguide

Hui:INWOOD tAP.) - I& it a
mammoth put on, or does Pat
Paulsen really have a chance in
TODAV:
the presidential race?
pan,.
it
I mi
Mountai: ....
There is Paulsen, looking for all
:1,1 plans the world like a candidate, shakS210.
ing hands with constituents and
for weekend
miking statements that are inChristian si a iwi
asatous enough to sound like po7:30 p.m..
; it ical dialogue.
pel. Regular testimony meeting.
Mock eampaiLms for the presi’,, en prevalent on the
Angel Flight, 7 p.m., El )1"
:.. since the years
Actives please attend for ti1:11.:
offered his
!I I
of Easter Party. Rail,.
:sow the imdrat
be
also
winners will
Catholic Studeist Organization,
12:15 to 1:30 p.m.. Sevelith Street.
Table will be set up to -.oiled
sigruituns from vote’s IIIi
’
of Congressmen DOI I F:(1.%
10th Dist.) and Charles
IR-9th Dist.),
Jonah’s Wall, 7-12 p.m., Jonah’s
Wail Coffee House,
Students,
Women
Associated
3:30 p.m., ED100. Opcn nutting tot
all SJS women to disiliss housing
and lockout regulations. Ideas for
change.
Students Against the War, 7:30
New Wineskin, ltxtli and San
Fernando Streets. Discuss plans for
Dow boycott.

p.m.,

KSJS Radio Log
S!fites Programs
I I!

5:55-618):
6:00-6:15:
6 1 5-7 :00 :
7:00-7:15 :
7:15-7:20 :
7:20-7:30 :
7:30-7:35 :
7:35-7:55 :
7:55-S:00
0-1111-9-1

TOMORROW
Philosophy (lab. T 1(1
Dry Creek

!II

-,

radio pit-warns prohi’ Radio-Television
aan be heard over
iC.NRX, 1500. Spartan
iired at 8 p.m. and
atsline airs at 8:05 p.m.
,ision program produced
’i,,-Tclevision News Censirts, can be seen
n channel 11 at

,

Muslim students’
12:30 p.m., 1..1,1o.
Spartan Ortiaw). S
,
Bldg. Volleyi,
Teams must consad
and four cuys and in
io; ilia
at door ai
Kel t 2’25- I,
or DennIS
Jonah’s Wail, 8:30 pm ,
Wail Coffee House, Dr.
Rogers will speak on "From Meditation to Encounter."

on
Newsline
Spotlite SJS
Gramaphone ShoPPe
Music
Sportsline
Music
Lockheed Digest
Music
Spartan Spectrum
’-bale
Trip
Foists
Sign Off

mense reach of telet.odun lass matt-it:sited a grass Owls campaign
for Pat Paulsen, who first achieved
note as the totally inept editorialist
on the Sunday night "Smothers
Brothers Show."
ACTIVE CANDIDATE
After several weeks of proclaiming his noncandidacy on the
air - meanwhile shaking hands
with the studio audience after
evety speech --- Paulsen finally
acceeded to what he termed popular demand and declared himself
an active candidate.
Is he serious? It’s hard to tell.
"I figure I can swing at least
100,000 to 200.000 votes," says
Paulsen withoOt the faintest smile.
"I feel responsible now; I wouldn t
want to take any votes away from
somebody I dig."
The man Paulsen digs most, off
camera, is Minnesota Sen. Eugene
J. McCarthy of Minnesota on the
Democratic side, and possibly New
York Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller
among the Republicans, "although
Rockefeller is not a true Republican." The criterion here is that
McCarthy is a dove on Vietnam
policy and "Rockefeller might be
a dove." Paulsen, like his mentors,
the Smothers Brothers, is unmistakably &welsh.

CHARTERS FOR S.C. FACULTY AND STUDENTS

GO!
!!!

545S. 2nd St.
Free
Parking

515 S 101h -S71reel

HOROSCOPES! Trippy Genethliacal &
character
amazing
any
charts,
’a ysis, etc., by an intuitive, practiced
Gemini: Ed Augusts 286-9390.
5 ACRES. Paved County Rd. Beautiful
Rustic Cabin. Park Setting. Electric,
water, 1/2 hr. from San Jose. $18,000.
Terms. Call Agent. 408 438-0400 or
Eves. 408 377-4357.

FOR SALE 131

HOUSING IS)

USED LEATHER COATS, Suede coats,
fur coats $4-$10. 1500 items. Peggy’s
Imports, 159 Columbus Ave. corner
Pacific Ave. S. F. 981-5176. Open every
day I p.m.-7 p.m. The grooviest store
in the world.
FENDER - 3 Dual Showman amp. &
enclosures. Exc. cond., still on warranty.
Also some microphones & Fuzz tones.
Call John 292.0243,
NOBLET LEBLANC Clarinet. Good
cond.. with accessories. $150. Call Frank
Kee, Rm. 323. 294-6019.
CLOTHES & ODDMENTS for your apt.
& for you. From way back to way out.
Browse the Bargain Mart, Tues. thru
Sat., 10-4, at 36 E. San Antonio.
CHROME RIMS, 4-14inch. Ford. Exc.
cond. $50. 298-0909.
REVERE 1-2200 4.track stereo recorder.
e for $100. Call Paul,
New $240. x
226.B.
294-6019. R
HELP WANTED (4)
INSURANCE AGENT now selling in the
student market to organize a sales unit
with old line Ins. Co. Call 378-4177 for
appointment.
DRIVER SALES with or without pick-up
truck. Salary plus corn Greenco Distributors. 358 No. Montgomery St. Mr.
Edwards, 297-4228 S.J.
WAITRESS, no experience nec. Must be
21. Sat. & Sun. nights, 8 p.m..2 a.m.
Salary + tips. Apply bet. 3-6 p.m. at
George’s, 1950 S. 1st S).
BABYSITTERS TO WORK for a Registry. Part-time, year ’round. 80c/hr. Own
trans. nec. 225-5307 or 264.1223.
HASHER: for girls boarding house. Call
297-6860.
GIRLS TO WORK at D -Hi Amplifier
booth at Teenage Fair during Easter
wk. Must be neat & attractive. Go-go
dancers also apply. Ph. after 6 p.m.,
266-5174.
MEN & WOMEN: 53/hr. guaranteed
after 2 days training. Full or part time.
Fuller Brush. Co. 265-8725,

PERSONALS 17/

FOR RENT: Furn. apt. $50/mo. color RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Esche’e.
TV, stereo cons. Priv. bath, carpet, near Free delivery, free service. No contract.
Call 251-2598.
Campus. Call 298-5592, 124 p.m.
TYPING - Term papers, thesis, etc.
FOR RENT: Rooms for men. 426 S. 7th. Experienced. reasonable. All work guar1/2 block from college. Free phone. anteed. Will edit. Pica type. Ph. 294$27.50/mo.
3772
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom apt. fur’,. Near GUARANTEED TYPING. Fast, accurate,
campus. $170/mo. 706 S. 9th. 292-2021. prompt, Will edit. Near San Jose State.
Mrs. Aslanian. 298.4104.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Elc--.LOST AND FOUND (61
tric. Masters - Reports - Dissertations. Marianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris
LOST AT SCHOOL LAST Wed: "Chan - Ave. Call 371-0395 San Jose.
title," a gold Daschund puppy w/blk.
my home.
underchin. Please call Cobe at 293-2151. FAST, RELIABLE TYPING in
Reasonable prices. Call 244-6581. Mrs.
LOST: A WAY OF life. If found by an Baxter.
Irish girl please notify the owner or the TYPING - THESIS, term papers, etc.,
nearest goose.
experienced & fast. Phone 269.8674.
FOUND: $100 cash. 7th St. 3/24. De. TYPING - Term papers, thesis, etc. Exscribe envelope. Ph. 379-9481 between perienced, reasonable. All work guaranteed. Will edit. Pica type. 294-3772.
3-6 p.m.
TYPING - Term papers, thesis, etc.,
STOLEN - Math book & notes - from Experienced, reasonable, elec. typemotorcycle. Ransom for return. Al Jaffe, writer. Guaranteed. 266-7829.
295-2026 eves.
TYPING. IBM Pica. Experienced. 2438 p.m.
6313. 9 .r n-

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

WANTED: One skier to share a wondernuekend in the snow on this week! the 30th & 3Ist. Call Jim, 292 ran

To Place
an ad:
Call at:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206

’67 HONDA 460. Fresh 3000 mi. tuneup.
Runs superbly. Extras. $750. ’67 Honda
Moped P-50. Fresh 200 mi. tuneup. As
now, $105. Great for guy or gal. 2933416.

dancin

Daily
1:30 to 3:30

’63 DODGE DART 270, 4-dr. Sedan,
It/H, Auto. $895. ’62 TR4: R/H,
Tonneau cover. $1150, 867-0740.

Cell Your Travel Agent
or AIR CALIFORNIA
ORANGE COUNTY SAN FRANCISCO
17141 8404550
(4151 433-2660
SAN JOSE
OAKLAND
14151 542.8200
(408) 216-7870

’56 PORSCHE 365/1600 Coupe. Exc.
inside & out. $1500, 295-1499 4.8 p.m.
297.7162.
’65 VOLKSWAGEN SEDAN. Exc. cond.
Orig. owner, many accs. $1250 - 3258081 6-10 p.m.
’62 MG MIDGET; red; clean, exc. mechanically: $800, call Doug Grosjean.
297.9989.
LATE ’6IVW Reblt, eng, new tires,
shocks, orig. owner. $675/offer. Prof
Cope, 297-1457.

magoo’s

hide.
123 so. san ferna
from
beer
pizza
g8ver,no minimum
ro

library

handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.
Send in

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465
GRAM’ mo-ri.:T’ ON IMPIZCiVEMENT YOL1F2.57zAio-ir
itripAIM NOM
A FINAL ORAPE OF C’- OL.LOW ME?

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimpm
Three !Ines
One day

3
4
5
6
8

j.

San )(me

NOW RENTING - Rms. from $42.50 HAPPY BIRTHDAY to my favorltu
at 179 S. 3rd. I block from library. Call roomie, Diane. May you live every cimy
of your life. Love, Harry.
244-3385 eves.
DISCRIMINATE! We want cry
FOR RENT: 1 bdr. unfurn apt. $85. 339 WE
dirty cars who need our help. Astuft s
S. Ilth. 298-4367 or 377-4177 married Auto Wash, 732 S. 1st.
couple or girls.
IRISH,
INTUNT
2 BEDROOM, 2 bath apartment. Inquire
GOOSE
70 S. 8th #1 after 5 p.m. or call
294-7788.
UTAH/GEMINI: Why’d ye move? We
miss you & your guitar. Don’t ye want
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED: 1/2 blk. a birthday cake? Please call us, 293from campus. $40/mo. 292-1629.
9749. Gayle, Diane, & Kay.
MALE ROOMMATE: Private rm. in apt. CUSTOM-MADE contemporary wedding
Swimming pool & garage. $47/mo. 560 & engagement rings, diamonds. etc.
George Larimore, now at OLD TOWN,
S. 10th #6. 287-0927.
Los Gatos. 354-8804.
REFINED, FURN. RMS., male, kit. priv. WANTED: TRAVELING companion le
No smoking or drinking. 293-3088.
Europe. June 17 -Sept. 6 on Sparta
FOR SALE: PLEASANT cottage. Santa ’Europe to London. Sharon, 259.1679.
Cruz mountains. 25 min. from SJSC.Fine
view Fireplace. Over 1/2 acre. $14,500.
SERVICES 181
Call 353-2076.

’61 STUDEBAKER LARK 2 dr. Auto.,
good transportation. $200/offer. 2599616 eves.

BETWEEN

1).

HENRY’S HAMBURGERS

LATE ’64 VW. Sunroof. Exc. cond. 40,000 mi. New clutch, tires, $1040 or
trade for bus. 298-1561.

Oak WAY FARE IELLIS YAK

feta9,1

Coffee, shakes or milk excluded

’62 OLDSMOBILE CONV. Clean, excel
mechanical shape. Must sell. 293-9972.
Ask for Rick Fiset.

teak

AIR
CALIFORNIA

1-5 P.M.

This bonus offer will start Friday March 29 and will expire
Thursday evening April 4.

AUTOMOTIVE 121

($141--15-)

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

RESERVATIONS

A regular 10¢ size soft drink
(coke, grape, orange or root
beer) will be given free with
all food purchases totaling 50¢
or noire.

Phone collect for interview: 893-6908

GREAT SPRING SKIING this weekend!
.r! Tahoe Ski Lodge between
Squaw Valley & Slide Mt. $3/cite, Call
Don 867-1664.
WANTED: HAIRCUTS. You raise it,
we cut it! Home haircuts repaired.
I $1.80 $1.80 $1.80 $1.80 $1.80 Is this
toy way to run a barber shop? You
bet it is. 58 S. 4th. betw. San Fernando
& Santa Clara. Hairy Cutter. Prop.

EASY MONO

THE
WAY/
. EASY
’

28. 29, 30

9ree

Excellent opportunity for Above Average June or
Sept. Graduate with medium size Oakland, California CPA firm.

ID ACRES. 4 mi. from Los Gatos. Plenty
Water, View, Paved County Rd.
Terms. Call Agent. 408 438! or Eves 408 377-4357,
o LAFEL"
Middle Eastern SAND’
you’ll love it! Only 30c
p.m. daily except Sun, - 6 p.m. Stevens Creek, I

R"D" SET?

DISNEYLAND AREA

MARCH

75c

294-6414

ACCOUNTING MAJORS

EVELYN’S FASHION JEWELRY. 40 S.
1st. Inquire about ear piercing, 2976522.
EXPERIMENT TO HELP people overfears of objects, animals,
rms., etc. or leaving resi:’.
conducted, If you have
ore of c o ;oars & wish to participate.
olease cc , , Miss Phillips, 327-8340.

$119 L.A.-LONDON R.T. 6-15/9-8 $362 AMSTERDAM/LONDON 6-20
/9.11 PROF. A. MANDEL, S.C. c/a SIERRA TRAVEL 9875 SANTA
MONICA BLVD BEVERLY HILLS NEW YORK/LONDON R.T. 6.17/9-9
$245.00

archi4

ASS Tickets

SJS DRAMA DEPT.

Shifting to Southern California,
he was viewed at Pasadena’s
night spot, The Ice House by the
Smothers Brothers and their staff,
who sought him as a performer
on their forthcoming CBS variety
hour.
The Paulsen handlers are planning a widespread campaign, including a national convention to
be held on the Smothers Brothers
Summer Show.

SPARTA EUROPE ’68 $339. June 18Sept. 7. Jet non-stop S.F.-Arnstardam
round trip. Call Barbara Kyne, group
leader. 356-8121.
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per
year for married, good students. Also,
excellent savings for Single men over
21. Call George Campbell 244-9600.

... for great meals,
... for excellent atmosphere,
... for reasonable prices,
GO! GO!

THE PHYSICISTS

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Ilea market sale
will be laid Saturday between 12430 p.ni on Seventh Street.
Anyone can bring goods to sell
or purchase other person’s wares.
Cokes and hamburgers will be sold.
The event is in conjunction with
Int,rcultural Steering Commitveekend Co-Rec.
tee, a pin., Faculty Cafeteria.

OAKLAND
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN JOSE AND THE
ORANGE. COUNTY /

Pat Paulsen was born in South
Bend, Wash., and grew up in the
San Francisco area, attending
Tiunalpais High School and San
FralleiSCO City College, After serv-

FEARLESS

Market Sale
Set for Saturday

GO!
30!
GO!
GO!

EX-MARINE

8:15 P.M.

Ice in the Marines, he tried his
comic monologues in tiny night
clubs in the Bay Area. With the
most modest of success. While
waiting for fortune to smile, he
worked in a gypsum mine, a print
shop and as driver of a baby formula truck.

Despite his loyalties, Paulsen
claims to be conducting his campaign without fear or favor.
"People think I am a flaming liberal," he said with a degree of
The Spartan Daily does not knowingly
seriousness. "But I am conserva- accept advertising from advertisers who
tive in many ways."
practice discrimination on the basis of
For one thing, his residence; Pat race, color, creed or national origin.
Paulsen, his wife Betty Jane and
_
ANNOUNCEMENTS Ill

German Club, ’2:30 p.m., Cafeteria A. A him about the Rhine
will let shown. Those planning to
attend the picnic at the Pinnacles
Sunday should come for final in format it tn.

EA

three children live in Orange,
Calif., the heartland of the must
conservative county of the state,
and perhaps the nation. This, he
admitted, was a historical accident,
the result of his having earned a
$3,000 check for composing a song
for the Smothers Brothers; he invested it in a modest home at the
geographical center of a number
of intimate night clubs that offered employment for his esoteric
brand of humor.

LAST 3 DAYS

j.lusraigcsra.
I.

811 .

.

Two days

Three days

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

-EU2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

.50

.50

lines
lInes
lines
linos

Add this
amount for
each addl-

tionei line

.

ft

One day

..
.’7 V

No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces (or each line)
Four days

Five days

-Ea-- -IR
3.00
2.90
3.50
3.40
4.00
3.90
.50

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION

.

O

Announcements (1)
Automottve (2)

Di for Sala (3)

0 Help Wanted (4)
0 Housing (5)
and Found (6)

0 Last

0 Personals (7)
0 services (t)
Transportation (9)

0

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed is $

City

Days

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN JOSE, CALIF.
95114
Please allow 2 days after placing for ad to appear.

